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Using Middleware Framework in HapticIO
Within the scope of HapticIO project1 which aims to create a generic haptical device
to promote mixed reality (MR) in workplaces, it is important to facilitate the software architecture for every constituents from different fields and background who
run this project together. The project HapticIO is a joint effort by the partners
• the Department of Humanoid Robotics and Human-Technology Interaction2
at the Berliner Hochschule für Technik (BHT) as the joint head
• the Intuity Media Lab GmbH3
• the Department of Media Informatics4 at the University of Regensburg
• the Chair of Social Implications and Ethical Aspects of AI5 at Ingolstadt
University of Technology.
and supported by the KMU-Innovativ program of the Federal Ministry of Education
and Research (BMBF). Since this long-term scheme includes not only designing the
physical product itself in terms of its usability, ergonomics and meaningful feedbacks
but also creating mixed reality set-ups and environments, it is important to combine
these two in a smooth process which allows project owners focus on their research
and products. It can be also said that, creating a proper working set-up decreases
the user alienation from the mixed reality surrounding. For example, even if a
haptic feedback tool would work properly, technical issues related to connection
between MR software and the tool hardware could cause misinterpretations over
proper haptic tool. Therefore, Konstruktiv, which can be introduced as the technical
unit in HapticIO, offers using ”Middleware Framework” which is mostly used in
robotic systems.

What is Middleware Framework?
With today’s technological developments and the emergence of new demands in order to helping humans for more efficient work, robot construction has been getting
more complex than before. For developing a complex robotic system in vigorous,
scalable and reliable way, it is necessary to connect different specialisations from
different fields such as mechanical engineering, computer science and electrical engineering [15, 18]. A middleware layer between an operating system and software
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applications (Figure 1) is used to combine components from different specialist and
integrate them in one system. It can be said that middleware is a translation
software that allows software applications to understand the information sent from
operating system or vice versa. This layer promotes simplifying software design by
providing standardised infrastructure communication between modules, as well as
enhancing software application quality by giving developers more space to modify
and improve their components in any time individually [2]. Even if this systems
have been developed for robotics primarily, they can be also useful tools for other

Figure 1: Basic contruction of middleware usage.
fields which includes different disciplines in themselves such as Human Computer
Interaction (HCI) which also covers the HapticIO project. Since HCI is an interdisciplinary field, it can be also advocated that, for combining the knowledge and
skills from different specialist like computer scientist and designers to come up with
a new human-focused interface ideas through prototypes, a middleware layer would
be an useful tool. For example, in the Intelligent Self-Driving Car System project of
Suresh and colleagues [17], while they were prototyping a small scale autonomous
car with additional sensors to define color differences between roads and roadsides,
to manage software framework they have used one of the standard middlewares in
robotic community: Robot Operating System (ROS). Using ROS during the project
has served them to connect and control all different mechanical (cameras, sensors
and other car elements) and electrical components (Raspberry Pi, Arduino and
other supporter components) in one software system. Besides ROS, other examples
of robotic software systems currently used could be YARP, Orocos or CARMEN.
Robotic Operating System (ROS)
As it is mentioned before, one of the most used middleware in the robotics community is ROS. It was designed through the STAIR project at Stanford University and
Personal Robots Program at Willow Garage to solve challenges encountered during
the forming of large-scale service robots [14] with following philosophical goals: Peerto-peer (P2P), tool-based, multilingual, thin, and free and open-source. Additionally, with new improvements in the system, in ROS 2 project [9], it provide real-time
communication which means there would be a direct path between the source and
the destination. ROS officially supports C++ and Phyton with community-provided
support for numerous other languages (such as Java, Android, C# or Swift) as well
2
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as can run under Ubuntu Linux, RHEL, Windows and macOS.
Open Robot Control Software (OROCOS)
OROCOS project is another free middleware framework which can be basically defined as a collection of portable C++ libraries [18]. These libraries can be divided into
3 basic tools: Kinematics and Dynamics library (supporting modelling and computation of kinematic chains such as robots or computer-animated figures [18]), Bayesian
Filtering Library (providing interpretations on Dynamic Bayesian Networks [4]) and
The Orocos Toolchain (creating real-time robotics applications [18]).
Yet Another Robot Platform (YARP)
YARP is an another open source library to support software development on humanoid robotics mostly [10]. In terms of humanoid robotics, it is used for visual
perception, human robot interaction, dexterous manipulation, and legged locomotion [1]. It supports Windows, Linux, MacOS and Solaris as well as it is written in
the C++ language.
Carnegie Mellon Robot Navigation Toolkit (Carmen)
Carmen [11], which was created in Carnegie Mellon University as a robot navigation
toolkit, is an open source collection of software for mobile robot control. It includes
fundamental navigation units such as sensor control, obstacle avoidance, localization
and mapping [18]. Carmen runs under Linux operating system and is written in the
C programming language with Java support.
Framework Name
ROS 2
OROCOS
YARP
Carmen

Language(s) Simulation
OS
Python, C++,
yes
Windows, Linux,
Lisp, Java
MacOS,
C++
yes*
Windows, MacOS
C++

yes

C

yes**

Windows, Linux,
MacOS
Linux

Real-Time
yes
yes
no
no

*Only with Orocos Simulink Toolbox
**Only 2D simulation

Table 1: Basic comparisons between mentioned middleware frameworks

Apart from mentioned middleware frameworks, there are other available middlewares such as Miro [3], OPRos [6] or Rock [7] which are worth mentioning.
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Which Middleware Framework for HapticIO?
Within the HapticIO, Konstruktiv anticipated some future software wise necessities in terms of ongoing and incoming projects. Besides using a open source tool,
firstly, since this project is carried out by professionals from different companies and
universities, it is important to choose one which can be programmable by every independent group in the project. In other words, it should be language-independent,
so that people do not need to learn a new language. Secondly, it is also crucial to
keep operation systems (OS) what professionals ordinarily use which prevents source
and time waste. Therefore, choosing a framework which supports several OSs would
be helpful. Thirdly, as long as HapticIO project depends on creating prototypes
through Mixed Reality tools, simulating these prototypes would taking up a big
space in the project. Therefore, the middleware framework to be used should provide this service easily. Moreover, it would be a plus if the selected middleware
framework could be a easy tool to integrate more than one sensor. This could serve
us a big frame for trial-and-error on designing, testing and optimizing prototypes.
Finally, it is estimated that it would be possible to need a real time computing
for the future steps of the HapticIO project parts. Real time computing guarantees
hardware and software systems to response commands without significant delay. To
maintain realistic environment and responses from it in a virtual world for the users
in HapticIO , it is important to capture their gestures and behaviors simultaneously
as well as giving meaningful coordinated feedback. For example, real-time processing
can be used for hand gesture recognition, hand tracking as well as facial expression
classification in which it is expected to get quick, accurate and natural feedbacks
from dynamic environment by users [5, 8, 16, 19].
In the light of these desired features, Konstruktiv suggests to use ROS 2 for sophisticated prototypes including various hardware and software component in HapticIO. First of all, in terms of programming languages,ROS framework can be implemented in Python, C++, Lisp or Java which means it is a language-independent
while supporting various OS. Moreover, one of the most advantageous parts of the
ROS for making prototypes is that it provides smooth integration of more than one
sensor at the same time as well as with the new ones without any hardware expertise
requirements [13]. For example, for multiple sensors calibration on a autonomous
vehicle, Oliveira and colleagues [12] used ROS in their study and indicated that their
proposed approach ensures that multiple simultaneous sensors in smart vehicles get
at least as accurate calibration performance as pairwise setups. Additionally, it
provides real time performance as well as simulation.
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